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CAN WE STILL USE LEARNINGS FROM PAST MAJOR
INCIDENTS IN NON-PROCESS INDUSTRIES?
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Sunbury TW16 7LN UK
Process Safety Consultant, 8 Smolletts, East Grinstead, RH19 1TJ, UK
Major accidents from outside of the process industries, such as Titanic and Columbia,
are reviewed against a 21st century process industry integrity management standard.
Each such incident is then presented against accidents from the process industries to
reinforce the learnings. For example, Titanic can be used to create learnings around the
need for pre-start up safety reviews following an emergency shutdown; Columbia on
institutional learning. The result is an in-house booklet that has been given wide
circulation and subsequently offered to CCPS for publication. The paper will include
extracts from non-process incidents and describe how they relate to the process
industry.

Introduction
BP initiated a project in early 2004 to develop a process safety teaching aid in the form of
a booklet containing analyses of non-process and process industries accidents against their
Integrity Management programme. The first edition was published internally in early 2005,
with a second edition containing lessons from BP Texas City March 2005 accident in
2006. BP has offered this booklet to CCPS for wider publication under the title “Incidents
that define Process Safety – ISBN 978-0-470-12204-4”.
In discussions with young graduates or even experienced technicians it has become
clear that many had not heard of Flixborough, Bhopal or Piper Alpha, and if they had, few
of them received enough information to be able to transfer lessons to their current activities. They had, however, heard of Titanic, Chernobyl, the NASA accidents (Challenger
and Columbia), Concorde and other aviation accidents through the press and media. The
objective of this booklet was to disseminate more widely the main lessons from major
incidents from wherever they originated using a simple, user friendly, integrity management tool.
Jesse C. Ducommun was Vice-President, Manufacturing and a Director of American
Oil Company in 1961 (joined in 1929) and Vice-President American Petroleum Institute
in 1964. While working for Amoco, he conceived, inspired and co-authored the unique
series of booklets on process safety in the 1960s that was then updated and complemented
after 2002 by BP Refining Process Safety Community of Practices. In the preface,
he stated:
“It should not be necessary for each generation to rediscover principles of
process safety which the generation before discovered. We must learn from the
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experience of others rather than learn the hard way. We must pass on to the
next generation a record of what we have learned.”
So why focus on non-process accidents when there is plenty of fertile ground within
our own oil and petrochemical industry? There are a number of reasons:
l

l

l

Oil and petrochemical companies exist in a very similar environment to other commercial ventures, in that:
– They operate in a highly competitive business environment.
– They have hierarchal management structures.
– They employ skilled people who have their own career progression aspirations,
which can impact on an individual’s behaviour.
– They are strictly regulated.
– They involve similar technologies or practices (for example board operators in a
refinery control room and air traffic controllers in a control tower both have to work
remotely and can have issues mentally visualising what is going on; replacing critical parts on an aircraft engine or a refinery compressor has to be done with similar
rigorous procedures).
It is very easy for individuals reading accident reports to focus on technical details,
whereas the majority of root causes relate to softer, cultural and human behaviour issues.
Lessons learned from an incident on a crude oil distillation unit (CDU), for example,
may receive a technical review at another refinery which leads to a conclusion that a
similar accident could not occur on their CDU as it has a different equipment arrangement or process conditions. In most cases, the root causes are likely to be around human
factors and management protocols where meaningful parallels can be drawn. Lessons
from non-process accidents do not have a technical equivalence and readers are forced
to consider the full range of lessons learned.
Some industrial sites, or locations, can build up a negative reputation for process safety
if there is a history of accidents and incidents, and others may assume that they are
better than the site suffering the incident, and that the same thing could not happen to
them. Lessons from accidents such as Titanic and the aviation industry can excite the
imagination, leading to the learning of valuable lessons that remain in the minds of
those who had studied them.

Included in the booklet are a number of major process incidents that have been influential
in shaping process safety, such as Flixborough, Bhopal, Phillips Pasadena, and Piper
Alpha. These are used to illustrate synergies and because they are important in their
own right.
BP’s Integrity Management Standard
The model used to analyse the incidents in the booklet is BP’s Integrity Management (IM)
Standard, which sets priorities for process safety improvements in line with the best of industry practices. It sets out the requirements for IM to satisfy BP’s Group Values, particularly
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Figure 1. BP’s integrity movement standard

those pertaining to Risk, Health and Safety, Environmentally sound operations and the
achievement of internal targets as defined in BP’s Management Framework. It requires the
controlled application of BP’s Major Accident Risk (MAR) assessment, process safety and
engineering management, combined with internationally recognised industry standards
and BP developed engineering and operating procedures. The objective is to sustain BP’s
license to operate by reducing the probability of uncontrolled release of hydrocarbons and
chemicals, including catastrophic and chronic releases to the atmosphere water or ground,
and to prevention of equipment failure and hence avoid serious harm to people, the environment and physical assets. Additional benefits are seen in improved operational integrity;
enhanced HSE performance; increased life cycle value of assets and greater engineering
standardisation and productivity. The IM Standard is shown schematically in Figure 1.
Categorisation of accident scenario’s studied
The scenarios used in the booklet were chosen against a number of topic headings:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Blind operations
Design
External causes
Inspection & maintenance
Knowledge and training
Lack of HAZID (hazard identification)
Management of Change
Not learning from near misses
Operating practices
Permit to Work
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l

Emergency Response
Human Factors

These headings reflect the view of the authors of the major causation of the respective
incidents from which the most important lessons can be learned. However, as with all
incidents, they are invariably attributable to multiple causes. These are often represented
as barriers that have to be breached in order for the chain of events to occur that results in
the eventual outcome. For example, with the sinking of the Titanic there are important
design, operations and human factors, and emergency response contributors to the eventual tragedy that claimed over 1500 lives. If the original design to complete the vertical
bulkheads up to the weather deck had been installed, the progressive filling of the ships’
compartments as she went down by the bows would have been prevented; if the ship had
been slowed down when ice was forecast, the impact with the iceberg may have been
prevented or at least reduced; if the ship had been provide with sufficient lifeboats to
enable all members of the crew and passengers to safely abandon it, the loss of life could
have been far less.

The Incidents
The non-process incidents chosen represented a wide range, some of which are well
known, e.g. Titanic and the NASA incidents; some less well known, such as the Royal
Navy K Class submarines. Not all are recent incidents as, in addition to 1912 Titanic and
1916 K Class submarines, the 1937 Hindenburg, 1930 airship R101 and a 1906 mining
incident are included. A significant number were drawn from the marine and aviation
industry, such as Betelgeuse, Erika, HMS Glasgow, Concorde and Canada Air Flight 236.
Non-oil and petrochemical industry incidents are included: Bhopal and Toulouse, together
with nuclear power production incidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl. Also included
are a number of important oil and petrochemical incidents, including: Feyzin, Phillips
Pasadena, Texaco Milford Haven, Esso Longford, Total la Mede, Marathon HF release,
Exxon Valdez, Seveso, and Tosco Hydrocracker. Other oil related incidents associated
with exploration and production included the sinking of Platform P36 and Piper Alpha.
Major BP incidents that are also included are Grangemouth Hydrocracker and Flare Line
incidents of 1987, and BP Texas City incident of March 2005.
More details of incidents reviewed are included against each of the sections below.

The Lessons derived from a review of these incidents
Blind Operations
In this section incidents are examined where those operating equipment were unaware of
the actual situations they were in. Two of these are from the aircraft industry, and one from
the nuclear industry:
l

Incomplete information (Pan Am 1736/KLM 4805)
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Unclear information transfer (MD83/Shorts 330)
Overwhelmed with too much information (Three Mile Island)

The lesson that runs through all of these incidents is that sometimes people create their
own blindness or “mind set” either through lack of awareness of what is going on resulting
from a lack of training or experience, or through external factors such as stress. It is good
practice when faced with a situation that appears to be a bit out of the ordinary, to step back
and take a thorough look at all the evidence, or ask a colleague to do that for you.
Design
The five incidents described in this section demonstrate major areas of importance in
design:
l
l
l
l
l

Bhopal
NASA Challenger Space Shuttle
K Class Submarines (WW1 steam driven submarines built for the Royal Navy)
TWA flight 800
Hindenburg airship

These incidents demonstrate a range of important design issues: Bhopal and the steam
driven K Class submarines – inherent safety, Challenger – not fully understanding the
potential consequences of violating the true limits of a safe operating envelope (solid rocket
booster seals), TWA 800 and Hindenburg – compromising a safe operating envelope as
deterioration processes kicked in or where subtle changes were made to equipment.
Hazard identification and risk assessment are tools that are required to be used in all
major jurisdictions. However, these can only be effective where those conducting these
studies can do so knowing that their recommendations will be acted upon in a responsible
manner. In more than one of the above incidents, political and commercial pressures either
caused the risk assessment process to be shortened or ignored.
The importance of knowing the safe operating envelope and how this can be compromised by external factors or safety critical equipment malfunction is also demonstrated by
some of these incidents.
External Causes
Two incidents are described:
l
l

Mexico City – Pemex LPG terminal
Tupras – Turkish Earthquake 1999

Even with the most sudden and extreme events, the use of traditional hazard identification,
risk assessment and emergency planning techniques can still provide major benefits. As it
is virtually impossible for every potential scenario to be assessed in depth, review team
members need to be able to see the wider issues in order to make meaningful recommendations that will make a difference when the major event takes place.
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Inspection & Maintenance
Seven incidents are included:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Explosion of the “Betelgeuse” at Bantry Bay
Sinking of the “Erika” – fuel oil marine tanker in the Bay of Biscay
Canadian Airways flight TS 236 – ran out of fuel over the Atlantic
HMS Glasgow – fatalities during construction
Marathon HF release at Texas City
Flare line failure at Texaco Refinery, Milford Haven
FCCU explosion at Total la Mede

The examples given here demonstrate a number of key points, for example the impact of
the age of plant and equipment on integrity. Increasing age does not necessarily mean that
something is unsafe, but more care needs to be taken to maintain its integrity as deterioration sets in and, for example, corrosion allowances are consumed as occurred in the cases
of “Betelgeuse” and “Erika”. Exceeding the corrosion allowance was also a major contributor of the Texaco Milford Haven flare line failure. The piping failure that led to Total la
Mede also resulted from corrosion that occurred over a long period of time, >30 years.
This corrosion mechanism was entirely predicable as it was due to the expected reaction of
the process fluids with the materials of construction, but this section of piping had not been
regularly inspected, most likely, because it was a bypass.
Failures to follow safe maintenance or construction procedures were a root cause of
the remainder of these incidents.
Many major incidents have resulted from maintenance and inspection not being
carried out correctly or not at all. Maintenance and inspection are, for the most part, costly
and invasive and detract from production if not specified and planned correctly. The role of
an Engineering Authority is vital here to ensure that the right risk based arguments on plant
integrity are presented to the decision makers with ultimate accountability for safe
operations, Directors and Senior Managers, to balance those being put forward by the
commercial and production functions. The planning and execution of maintenance and
inspection activities is, therefore, critical to ensuring all parts of the safe operation equation
are properly balanced.

Knowledge and Training
In this section a number of incidents are reviewed where those most involved in the
incidents were not aware of the hazards that they were exposed to:
l
l

l

Feyzin LPG tank farm explosions 1966
Ammonium nitrate explosions:
–	Oppau, Germany
– SS Grandcamp, Texas City Port
– Toulouse, France
Dust explosion at Courrierres mine, France, 10 March 1906
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Feyzin was one of the first post WW2 major process accidents in Europe. It occurred
because the operator did not understand the importance of getting the valve sequence right
when draining water from LPG storage vessels.
The lessons of the past are important to everybody, in every walk of life. Sadly,
experience shows that the lessons learned many years ago become forgotten over time. The
ammonium nitrate accidents are a case in point. The first occurred in 1921, the second in
1947 and the third in 2001. Nothing had changed in the fundamental properties of ammonium nitrate, and in some industries it was used as an explosive. However, those handling
this material do not appear to have had an appreciation of its dangerous properties despite
the major incidents that had occurred previously. Similar issues are demonstrated in the case
of dust explosions, with 3 recent (1997 and two in 2003) incidents explained after the detailed
description of the 1906 mining disaster.
Lack of Hazard Identification
The six incidents described in this section indicate the consequences of not having put in
place some form of formal hazard identification, e.g. HAZID, and risk assessment process.
The six cases demonstrate different scenarios:
l
l
l

l

Titanic – compromising a safe design
P-36 FPSO – invalidating a safe design
Esso Longford not carrying out a formal HAZOP on the original plant design and any
modifications
Reactive chemicals:
–	Road tanker explosion, Teeside Rohm & Haas plant, UK, 3rd January 1976
–	Pesticide explosion during storage, Bartlo Packaging (BPS), Inc, 8 May 1997,
where 3 died
– Napp Technologies, Inc., Lodi, New Jersey 1995, where 5 died

In all cases, the consequences represented a worst-case situation, although the loss of life
could certainly have been higher in all of them. The worst case concept has been repeatedly challenged over the years in favour of a more risk-based approach. There is no doubt
that the concept of ALARP (as low as reasonably practicable) is valid, provided the risk
assessments are based on well founded data. The very fact that a ship/platform floats means
that it can sink. A process unit operating with materials that can flash to give very low
temperatures means that it will be possible to achieve these temperatures under severe upset
conditions. Prevention, control and mitigation measures need to be robust and not vulnerable to a common mode form of failure that renders them all ineffective simultaneously.
Consideration of human factors where risk reduction is sought through procedural means
must be carefully examined to ensure the right levels of checks and balances.
An unusual aspect of the Titanic incident can be related to Pre-Start Up Safety
Reviews. In his book “Last Log of the Titanic” (1), David G. Brown describes how the
Titanic was stopped after hitting the iceberg. An assessment of damage was carried out and
a decision taken to restart the engines. Up to that point in time the water ingress into the
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ship was being matched by the pumps that had been rigged to pump out the damaged
compartments. It is postulated that the ship could have remained afloat for a far longer time,
in all probability enough time for the passengers to be rescued. This would have achieved
one if its design intentions to be its own lifeboat. However, once restarted the damage to the
hull plating was exacerbated by the forward motion of the ship to a point where the pumps
could no longer cope. The parallel in our industry is that following an emergency shutdown
a thorough pre-start up safety review needs to be carried out before recommissioning.
Process plant will undergo extremes of pressure and temperature excursions in an emergency shutdown situation, demanding such a review. If this is not carried out, perhaps (as in
the case of the Titanic) due to pressure from commercial interests to restart quickly, the
consequences can be catastrophic and far outweigh any short term gain.
Management of Change
Two major accidents that have influenced the industry in major ways are described in
this section:
l
l

Flixborough explosion.
Chernobyl radioactive cloud.

Flixborough describes the failure to create a safe design for a critical process modification,
and Chernobyl where operations managers and technicians stray outside of a pre-defined
safe operating envelope.
Change is inherent in the way in which we live and work. The most important aspect
of change is being able to recognise when a change is being proposed or put into action.
Even replacement of a machinery spare of apparently identical proportions with that
manufactured by another supplier is a change that merits careful review of dimensions and
materials of construction of all components to assure that there are no unintended harmful
consequences. This applies equally to changes in staffing and organisation (no two human
beings are identical), chemicals, feedstocks and all aspects of process plant operation.
Another critical lesson from these incidents is the ability for individuals to “know
what they don’t know”. Competition for attractive jobs coupled with personal ambition has
led to many cases of individuals being placed into roles with responsibilities they are not
fully competent to manage. This in itself may not be problematical provided their limitations are recognised at the outset and those individuals are properly mentored and have no
inhibitions in recognising when they need help and asking for it. However, many may see
asking for help as running counter to their aspirations for advancement and coupled with
the reduced numbers of experienced people available to support them, this may well
conspire to major incidents being caused through inexperience and ignorance.
Not Learning from Near Misses
Three incidents are selected:
l

NASA Columbia Space Shuttle: re-entry fatal incident
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l

Herald of Free Enterprise: capsized ferry
Concorde – fatal crash at Paris

It is said that there is nothing new in safety – it has all happened before. These three incidents were all high profile with major loss of life. Had lessons from previous incidents
been learned and applied, it is highly likely that they would not have happened.
In the case of Columbia, the time between lessons from Challenger incident being
available and the second space shuttle incident was 17 years. This is around half of the
career span of the average person, which implies that around 1/2 of the workforce were not
around when the first accident happened. The only way they could have benefited from
lessons from that far back is for these lessons to be assimilated into the culture of the
company so that they remain “evergreen”. Even then this is not a guarantee that they will
remain in place as senior people evolve and move on, management theory and practices
change, and commercial pressures take on different dimensions.
Operating Practices
Despite the best design thinking with incorporation of lessons from the past, things can
still go badly wrong if the people operating process plants and equipment do not follow
proper operating procedures. In this section there are three incidents;
l
l
l

R101 airship crash
Tosco Hydrocracker fire
BP Texas City ISOM explosion

Operating procedures are vital documents and need to be written by competent people.
Training in these procedures must be accompanied by some form of testing regime to
ensure that knowledge has been taken on board. Changes to procedures need to be reviewed
against a robust management of change procedure with operators and others who need to
know being properly informed and trained. The Texas City refinery Isomerisation incident
on 23rd March 2005 highlights the importance of using operating procedures.
Permit to Work Systems
This section describes five major accidents where failure to comply with Permit to Work
Procedures resulted in large-scale loss of life and/or property. These are all oil and petrochemical industry incidents, unlike the make up of the preceding sections:
l
l
l
l
l

Motiva tank fire
Phillips Pasadena process unit fire
Piper Alpha platform fire
Port Edouard Herriot tank farm fire
BP Grangemouth flare line fatalities and fire

Work Permits or Permits to Work are an industry standard to ensuring that work of a
non-routine manner can be safely controlled in hazardous areas, and in many jurisdictions
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are a legal requirement. However, experience has shown that no matter how simple
or sophisticated the procedure and work permit forms are, it is by the strict application of
the procedures and practices associated with the identification of hazards, assessment of
risk and application of Permit to Work conditions that ensures that work can be safely
carried out. A Permit to Work system can only be as good as the people implementing it
are competent.
Emergency Response
This section examines incidents where emergency preparedness was overlooked or undersized, communications were mishandled, inadequate tactical choices were made or those
designing/operating/authorising installations or responding to the incident were unaware
of the actual situations they were in.
Clarity of information is vital to understanding the situations in which we may find
ourselves. When designing an installation, risks must be clearly assessed and communicated to all parties involved, so that everyone is clear on the potential consequences and
adequate response strategy and resources needed the day things may take a bad turn.
Three types of incident have been selected to illustrate this section:
l

l

l

The case of Seveso, the authorities did not know until late after the incident that Dioxin
was involved.
Warehouses incidents, such as the Sandoz Bale accident, show the importance of agreeing on tactical response long before an incident, with all parties that will respond
(Operator, Local/National Authorities, etc.). The adequate strategy may not be the
obvious one, nor the one that media pressure will put forward, and it’s sometimes
preferable to let a fire burn out than try to fight it to avoid putting firefighters at risk or
contaminate huge quantities of water.
The Tacoa boilover is another example of poor understanding of the risks involved and
inadequate management of the incident.

On the face of it, it could be assumed that there was nothing anybody could have done
about these major incidents. However, looking closely, there are three important areas that
could have prevented or limited the consequences of the events:
l

l

l

Learning lessons from outside the boundaries of ones own experience. There is a vast
amount of information available to the manager, engineer and operator that can
help them in times of crisis, but managing such a vast quantity of information is always
a challenge.
Designing installations that are inherently safer and that won’t overcome the resources
available to emergency responders. The Bhopal incident is a typical case where the
hazardous material inventory could have been significantly reduced.
Writing and exercising realistic major accident scenarios. In this way it is possible to
agree and educate on the adequate tactics to respond to different events before they
happen, and/or purchase additional equipment if necessary.
10
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Many of the incidents in this book could also have been discussed in this section: from
Piper Alpha to Bhopal and the Titanic. Emergency Response has often been perceived as
an un-necessary cost centre that was considered disproportionately expensive when set
against operational short term gains; why add life boats for all passengers when the ship is
supposed to be unsinkable? It is probably part of human nature to think that scenarios like
that “can’t happen here” and that they are someone else business to deal with. It is the duty
of the Managers and the Engineers to overcome these feelings and adopt a transparent and
realistic approach to Emergency Preparedness.
Human Factors
Two major accidents are described where failure to look at human factors in training and
work organisation strongly contributed to large-scale loss of life and/or damage to the
environment.
This Exxon Valdez incident report from the National Transportation Safety Board
highlights the following human factors:
l
l
l

drug & alcohol abuse;
fatigue;
excessive workload.

The Flash Airlines crash highlights the following human factors:
l
l

training,
organisational/hierarchical factors that impede communications.

Human factors are often overlooked, both at the design stage (including in the Management
Of Change process: see specific section on MOC) and during investigation of incidents
(the Egyptian report of the Flash Airlines crash is a typical example: as the NTSB comments
document on this report diplomatically puts it: “the Egyptian Ministry of Civil Aviation’s
investigation of the operational and human factors related to the accident was minimal”).
This may be because human factors seem difficult to grasp or deal with. However, incidents cannot be prevented or fully understood without them.

Conclusions
There is little doubt that the booklet has been well received. One senior BP manager wrote:
“One resource that the Process Safety Specialists have made available for us all is a really
great book entitled “Integrity Management - Learning from Past Major Industrial Incidents”
(CCPS title “Incidents that define Process Safety”). This contains a large number of case studies both from within our industry and from other events. It is written in a very easy to read style
and is a great resource for all of us to use in our facilities to enhance people’s awareness of risk
and to help us all reduce any sense we have of complacency. All the stories in the book involve
people who did not set out to have the accident or incident - that is people just like us!”
11
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Another shared the booklet with several of BP’s manufacturing site safety representatives and the one comment that that was heard many times was: “You know, the circumstances
that led to the incidents used for the examples could EASILY have existed at our facility”.
Other examples of feedback received on the booklet from within BP included:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

The information was seen to be highly relevant to the readers’ activities and was
received with great interest. Many sites see this as a major additional “lessons learned”
training resource that feeds into Knowledge Management.
Many of those responding requested more additional copies. There were a number of
cases where somebody saw a copy sitting on another person’s desk and requested their
own copy as they saw that the learnings would fit very well with their team’s activities.
One example was in connection with the supply of drilling and completions safety
critical software.
The professional way in which the case histories were presented was appreciated. The
crisp language and detailed information in tabbed format makes it very user-friendly.
One team intends to convert sections of the booklet into a CBT tool that can be easily
shared via their intranet.
Sections of the booklet have been translated into Dutch and German with PowerPoint
presentations being created in other local languages.
Some have translated the “sharing the experience” booklet and distributed it to operators
during toolbox meetings. Others added it to basic operator training.
One reader found the document excellent background reading for an Open University
Post graduate project entitled ‘Forensic Engineering’. He was sure his fellow students
would benefit from reading the booklet.
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